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INTEGRAL INVARIANTS FROM COVARIANCE ANALYSIS OF
EMBEDDED RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS
JAVIER ÁLVAREZ-VIZOSO, MICHAEL KIRBY, AND CHRIS PETERSON
Abstract. Principal Component Analysis can be performed over small domains of an em-
bedded Riemannian manifold in order to relate the covariance analysis of the underlying point
set with the local extrinsic and intrinsic curvature. We show that the volume of domains on
a submanifold of general codimension, determined by the intersection with higher-dimensional
cylinders and balls in the ambient space, have asymptotic expansions in terms of the mean and
scalar curvatures. Moreover, we propose a generalization of the classical third fundamental form
to general submanifolds and prove that the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrices
of the domains have asymptotic expansions with scale that contain the curvature information
encoded by the traces of this tensor. In the case of hypersurfaces, this covariance analysis recov-
ers the principal curvatures and principal directions, which can be used as descriptors at scale
to build up estimators of the second fundamental form, and thus the Riemann tensor, of general
submanifolds.
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1. Introduction
Local integral invariants based on Principal Component Analysis have been introduced in the
literature as theoretical tools to perform Manifold Learning and Geometry Processing of low-
dimensional submanifolds, like curves and surfaces in space. Curvature descriptors obtained in
this way serve as feature and shape estimators at scale whose numerical implementation takes ad-
vantage of the benefits of employing integrals instead of differentials when only a discrete sample
of points is available. Integral invariants provide a theoretical link between the statistical covari-
ance analysis of the underlying point-set of a domain and the differential-geometric invariants at
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a point of the domain inside the manifold. In particular, intersecting the submanifold with a ball
in the ambient space cuts out a subdomain whose covariance matrix has an eigenvalue decom-
position that asymptotically expands with the scale of the ball. The geometric interpretation of
this analysis lies in the fact that the first and second terms of the eigenvalue series encode the
curvature information of the submanifold at the center of the ball.
Integral invariants have been introduced and used in Computer Graphics and Geometry Pro-
cessing by [11], [6, 7], [9, 10], [21, 22]. The integral invariant viewpoint via Principal Component
Analysis has been introduced and studied theoretically and numerically [1], [4], [9,10], [15], [22],
[35], with a focus on curves and surface, in order to process discrete samples of points to determine
features and detect shapes at scale, and study stability with respect to noise [19], [28,29]. Voronoi-
based covariance matrices have been also been of interest, [23,24]. The eigenvalue decomposition
of covariance matrices of spherical intersection domains was also introduced by [5], [31, 32], in
order to obtain local adaptive Galerkin bases for the invariant manifold of large-dimensional dy-
namical systems. For curves, the Frenet-Serret frame is recovered in the scale limit, and ratios of
the covariance matrix eigenvalues provide descriptors at scale of the generalized curvatures [2],
but the tools needed to study the curve case are significantly different due to the fact that
one-dimensional submanifolds have only extrinsic curvature.
In the present work we generalize to embedded Riemannian manifolds of general codimension
the recent study of PCA integral invariants of hypersurfaces [3], that followed the theoretical
study of surfaces in [29], with the purpose of obtaining analogous asymptotic formulas between
eigenvalues of covariance matrices and curvature, as it was found for curves in [2]. We shall
also introduce a generalization to general codimension of the third fundamental form in order
to encapsulate all the curvature information hidden in the covariance analysis. Our main result
shows how the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance of cylindrical and spherical intersection
domains has the first two orders of the asymptotic expansion given in terms of the dimension,
and the extrinsic and intrinsic curvature encoded in the traces of the third fundamental form,
with limit eigenvectors playing the role of generalized principal directions.
Geodesic balls inside manifolds have asymptotic series for their intrinsic volume given as correc-
tions to the Euclidean ball completely determined by intrinsic scalar curvature invariants [14]. In
our case, the domains of integration depend on the embedding of the submanifold so the extrinsic
curvature will play a crucial role in the volume corrections, as in [16]. Normal coordinates via
the exponential map are naturally used to do geometric measurements needed for probability and
statistics from an intrinsic perspective inside Riemannian manifolds, e.g. [26,27]. The generalized
definition of integral invariants makes use of the exponential map in the ambient manifold to
make measurements over the underlying point-set of a submanifold.
The structure of the paper is as follows: in section §2 we propose a general definition of
integral invariants in the context of general Riemannian submanifolds by use of the exponential
map, along with the two types of kernel domains on which we will perform the PCA. In section
§3, the study of the geometry of submanifolds via the second fundamental form is briefly reviewed
and the classical third fundamental form is generalized to submanifolds of general codimension.
In section §4 we compute the volume, barycenter and covariance matrix of a cylindrical domain
inside an embedded submanifold; in particular, we show that the scaling of the eigenvalues of
the covariance matrix singles out the tangent and normal spaces of the manifold at the point
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by the span of the corresponding limit eigenvectors, and how the next-to-leading order term
in the asymptotic series of the eigenvalues is determined by the eigenvalues of the tangent and
normal traces of the third fundamental form. In section §5 an analogous analysis is carried out
for the domain determined by the intersection of a ball in ambient space with the manifold,
which introduces considerable correction terms with respect to the previous case. This leads
to an eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix with tangent part given in terms of
the Weingarten operator corresponding to the mean curvature vector. Finally, in section §6 we
obtain the limit ratios of the eigenvalues in terms of this curvature information, and invert the
asymptotic series to get descriptors at scale for the case of hypersurfaces, where the second and
third fundamental forms are completely given by the principal curvatures and principal directions.
These results show how Principal Component Analysis can be carried out on a general embed-
ded Riemannian submanifold to probe its local geometry. It establishes the relationship between
the statistical covariance analysis of the underlying point-set of the manifold and the classical
differential-geometric curvature via the third fundamental form. Applying the integral invariant
approach to hypersurfaces provides a method to build multi-scale descriptors of curvature also
for the case of general codimension.
2. PCA Integral Invariants of Riemannian Submanifolds
In our context, integral invariants are local integrals over domains of a submanifold determined
by intersection with objects in the ambient space, like spheres. Two such integrals are the
volume of the domain and the point in the ambient manifold that represents the center of mass
of the region. A more interesting object is the covariance matrix obtained by integrating the
relative covariance of the degrees of freedom of the points in the domain, i.e., the products of the
coordinates of the points with respect to a chosen frame. In order to get a frame independent
integral invariant, one takes the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix. Since the
kernel domains have a natural scale, e.g., the radius of the sphere, it is useful to think of them as
a matrix-valued function of scale at every point. Therefore, these integral invariants correspond
to eigenvalues and eigenvectors that can be interpreted respectively as a set of scalar and frame-
valued functions of scale at every point. The study of covariance matrices in order to obtain
adapted frames of general submanifols was studied for example in [5] and [31, 32], whereas the
integral invariant approach was developed in detail to extract the curvature information of surfaces
in space in [29].
In order to do this type of Principal Component Analysis on a general Riemannian submanifold
and generalize local integral invariants, definitions using Cartesian coordinates must naturally be
promoted to Riemann normal coordinates [8], [25]. If the n-dimensional submanifold Mpnq sits
inside an ambient Riemannian manifold pN pn`kq, gq, the curves in N that generalize the axis used
in Rn`k are the geodesic curves γvptq and these always exist and are unique locally at any point
p P N and direction v. Given an orthonormal frame in TpM ‘ NpM, the geodesics tangent to
each of the vectors will trace out generalized coordinate axis in N that, through the exponential
map will uniquely specify any point in a local neighborhood around p. Assuming N is geodesically
complete to simplify the exposition, the exponential map collects all geodesics starting at p by
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mapping straight lines through the origin in TpN – Rn`k to geodesics through p:
expp : TpMÑ N such that exppptvq “ γtvp1q “ γvptq.
At any point p there is a neighborhood rU of 0 in TpN where exp is a diffeomorphism onto a
neighborhood U of p in N . From this, for star-shaped rU , there is also a unique geodesic γptq
connecting p and any other point q P U such that the tangent γ1p0q “ exp´1p pqq. Moreover,
the arclength of γ between the two points, i.e. the distance dpp, qq between them determined
by the metric g, is the length of the tangent vector representation through this map, dpp, qq “
} exp´1p pqq}. These normal neighborhoods allow the parametrization of points using the geodesic
distances tangent to a given frame teµun`kµ“1 at p. The injectivity radius rp is the radius of the
largest ball B0pεq in TpN where exp is a diffeomorphism, so Bpprpq “ expppB0prpqq is the largest
ball in N created by radial geodesics of the same length around p where normal coordinates are
well-defined. In fact rp ą 0 always. Since our main theorems 4.5 and 5.5 are asymptotic results
with scale, in a general Riemannian manifold one could always use normal coordinates to study
domains of submanifolds small enough so that they can be mapped to Euclidean space, thus,
we propose the following general definition of PCA integral invariants in a general Riemannian
manifold.
Definition 2.1. Let D be a measurable domain in a Riemannian manifold pN , gq such that
D Ă Bpprpq for some point p P N , The integral invariants associated to the moments of order 0,
1 and 2 of the geodesic coordinate functions of the points of D with respect to p are:
the volume
V pDq “
ż
D
1 dVol, (2.1)
the barycenter
spDq “ 1
V pDq
ż
D
rexp´1p pqqs dVol, (2.2)
and the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix:
CpDq “
ż
D
rexp´1p pqqs b rexp´1p pqqs dVol. (2.3)
Here dVol is the measure on D, restriction of the measure of N induced by the metric g, and the
tensor product is to be understood as the outer product of the components of the exp´1 map in
a chosen orthonormal basis of TpN . The reference point of the covariance matrix is often chosen
to be the barycenter expppsq instead of p.
The two types of domains that we shall study are regions in a submanifold M Ă N deter-
mined by the intersection with a ball and a cylinder. Using the exponential map one can define
such intersections by mapping Euclidean balls and higher-dimensional cylinders in TpN to their
geodesic generalizations in the ambient manifold N .
Definition 2.2. The spherical component of radius ε ď rp, at a point p of a submanifold M of
a Riemannian manifold N is the domain given by:
Dppεq :“MX tq P N : } exp´1p pqq} ď ε ď rpu. (2.4)
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An element V in the Grassmannian Grpm,n ` kq is an m-dimensional linear subspace of Rn`k.
Fixing a point and m-dimensional ball inside V, the standard three dimensional cylinder over
the xy-plane can be generalized to an V-cylinder by taking all points in the ambient space that
project down onto the ball inside V.
Definition 2.3. The cylindrical component of radius ε ď rp, at a point p of a submanifoldM of
a Riemannian manifold N over the m-plane V P Grpm,n` kq, is the V-cylinder intersection:
Cylppε,Vq :“MX tq P N : }projVpexp´1p pqqq} ď ε ď rpu, (2.5)
where projVp¨q is the orthogonal projection onto V as a linear subspace of TpN . We shall write
Cylppεq when V “ TpM is assumed.
We will compute these integral invariants for embedded submanifolds in Euclidean ambient
space, N “ Rn`k, where exp´1p pqq “ q ´ p as vectors and the tensor product recovers the
common definition of PCA integral invariants studied in the literature. The points q P D are
then parametrized by a vector X such that the barycenter is the center of mass
spDq “ 1
V pDq
ż
D
X dVol, (2.6)
and the the covariance matrix can be interpreted as analogous to a moment of inertia matrix,
which for the cylindrical component shall be taken with respect to the center p, following the
convention and motivation of [32],
CpCylppεqq “
ż
Cylppεq
pX ´ pq b pX ´ pq dVol, (2.7)
whereas for the spherical component the covariance matrix shall be taken with respect to the
barycenter following [29],
CpDppεqq “
ż
Dppεq
pX ´ spDppεqqq b pX ´ spDppεqqq dVol. (2.8)
Without loss of generality, these definitions could have been normalized by the volume of the
domain to make the integral measure become a probability density and thus make the matrices
actual statistical covariances.
3. Third Fundamental Form of a Riemannian Submanifold
For a complete analysis of the the geometry of Riemannian submanifolds see [8], [17], [25], [33].
Let pM, gq be an n-dimensional manifold isometrically embedded in an pn ` kq-dimensional
Riemannian manifold pN , gq, and let ∇,∇ be the respective Levi-Civita connections. We shall
write gp¨, ¨q “ x ¨, ¨ y, classically called the first fundamental form ofM in N . Then, at any point
p PM and for any vector y P TpM, and vector field X P ΓpTMq, the metric connection of M
is the projection of the metric connection of N : ∇yX “ p∇yXqJ, where p ¨ qJ : TpN Ñ TpM.
The second fundamental form II ofM in N is defined to be the normal projection of the ambient
covariant derivative when acting on vectors fields tangent to M, i.e., denoting p ¨ qK : TpN Ñ
NpM,
IIpx,yq “ p∇yXqK, i.e., ∇yX “ ∇yX ` IIpx,yq, (3.1)
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for all x,y P TpM, and X P ΓpTMq such that X|p “ x. It is a symmetric bilinear form on the
tangent space at every point taking values in the normal space, II : TpMbTpMÑ NpM. Fixing
a normal vector n P NpM, the scalar-valued bilinear form x IIpx,yq, n y has a corresponding self-
adjoint map pSn P EndpTpMq, called the Weingarten map at n, such that:
x IIpx,yq, n y “ x pSn x, y y “ xx, pSn y y. (3.2)
Fixing orthonormal bases teµunµ“1 of TpM, and tnjukj“1 of NpM, the components of the second
fundamental form at point p are:
IIpeµ,eνq “
kÿ
j“1
IIjpeµ,eνqnj “
kÿ
j“1
x IIpeµ,eνq, nj y nj “
kÿ
j“1
x pSj eµ, eν y nj . (3.3)
The geometric meaning of II lies in the fact that the Weingarten map measures the tangential
rate of change of normal vectors to M when moving in tangent directions, cf. [8, Eq. II.2.4]:pSn x “ ´p∇xN qJ,
for any N P ΓpNMq such that N |p “ n. From this, [25, Ch. 4, Cor. 9, 10], IIpx,xq is to be
interpreted as the curve acceleration in N of a geodesic inside M at p with tangent velocity x.
Therefore, II naturally measures the extrinsic curvature of the embedding since it represents the
forced curving of the straightest lines inM due to the curving ofM itself in N .
The inverse function theorem and [17, Ch. VII, Ex. 3.3] establish the following lemma, of
fundamental importance for the computations in the proofs of the present work.
Lemma 3.1. Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold of an pn ` kq-dimensional Riemannian
manifold pN , gq, with the induced metric g|M. For any point p P M and orthonormal basis
teµunµ“1 of TpM, it is possible to choose normal coordinates py1, . . . , yn`kq in N such that the
coordinate tangent vectors at the origin Y 1, . . . ,Y n coincide with teµunµ“1, and Y n`1, . . . ,Y n`k
are an orthonormal basis tnjukj“1 of NpM. Moreover, M is locally given by a graph manifold
y1 “ x1, . . . , yn “ xn, yn`1 “ f1pxq, . . . , yn`k “ fkpxq, such that the components of the second
fundamental form at p can be written as:
IIpeµ,eνq “
kÿ
j“1
„ B2f j
BxµBxν p0q

nj . (3.4)
The invariance of the trace of II for any orthonormal tangent frame teµunµ“1 leads to the
definition of the mean curvature vector:
H “
nÿ
µ“1
IIpeµ,eµq “
kÿ
j“1
Hjnj , where H
j “
nÿ
µ“1
IIjpeµ,eµq. (3.5)
The study of the intrinsic geometry of pM, gq depends only on the metric and is given in terms
of the Riemann curvature tensor:
Rpx,yqz “ p∇x∇y ´∇y∇x ´∇rx,ysqZ,
for any x,y,z P TpM and Z P ΓpTMq such that Z|p “ z. This fundamental tensor equivalently
measures the integrability of parallel transport, geodesic deviation and local flatness. Its traces
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yield the Ricci tensor
Ricpx,yq “
nÿ
µ“1
xRpeµ,xqy, eµy “ x pRx, y y,
and the scalar curvature, R “ řµRicpeµ,eµq. Here, pR P EndpTpMq is the Ricci operator
associated to the Ricci tensor with respect to the metric.
Gauß Theorema Egregium establishes that the intrinsic curvature of surfaces is a particular
combination of products of the components of the second fundamental form. This generalizes to
higher dimension to
Theorem 3.2 (Gauß equation). The Riemann curvature tensor of a submanifold M is related
to the curvature R of the ambient manifold N via
xRpx,yqz, wy “ xRpx,yqz, w y ` x IIpx,wq, IIpy,zq y ´ x IIpx,zq, IIpy,wq y (3.6)
for all x,y,z,w P TpM.
In classical differential geometry, [13], [34], the third fundamental form is the natural object
to construct out of scalar products after the first fundamental form, Ipx,yq “ xx,yy, and the
second fundamental form IIpx,yq “ x pS x,yy, so it is defined for hypersurfaces, e.g. [20], as
IIIpx,yq “ x pS x, pS y y “ x pS2x,yy.
However, it does not provide new information since it is completely determined by Gauß equation
3.2, e.g., in Euclidean space [17]:
x pS2x, y y “ Hx pS x, y y ´Ricpx,yq, (3.7)
or, in terms of the Ricci operator, pS2 “ H pS ´ pR. For a manifold M of higher codimension
k, there are k linearly independent normal vectors at every point and, as mentioned before, the
generalized second fundamental form takes values in the normal bundle precisely to reflect this
structure in terms of the corresponding Weingarten operators at every normal vector. Therefore,
the natural generalization of x pS x, pS y y to this context is
Definition 3.3. The third fundamental form of a Riemannian submanifoldM Ă N is the fourth-
rank tensor III P pTpM˚q2 bNpM˚ bNpM, given at every point p PM by
x IIIpx,yqn, m y :“ x pSm x , pSn y y. (3.8)
for any x,y P TpM, and n,m P NpM.
At any specific point, and because the Weingarten maps are self-adjoint, the linear opera-
tor IIIpx,yq P EndpNpMq is written as the following linear combination, when a particular
orthonormal basis tnjukj“1 of the normal space is fixed and ηj “ gp¨,njq is the dual basis:
IIIpx,yq “
kÿ
i, j“1
x pSi pSj x , y y ηi b nj. (3.9)
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This is due to the linearlity of the map n ÞÑ pSn : NpMÑ EndpTpMq; if n “ řj njnj then
x pSn x, y y “ x IIpx,yq, n y “ kÿ
j“1
njx IIpx,yq, njy “ x
˜
kÿ
j“1
nj pSj
¸
x, y y,
for all x,y P TpM.
Let us define the tangent trace of a tensor A P pTpM˚q2bNpM˚bNpM as the operator sum
of the evaluations at an orthonormal basis teµunµ“1 of TpM:
tr ‖A :“
nÿ
µ“1
Apeµ,eµq P EndpNpMq, (3.10)
And let the normal trace of such a tensor be
tr KA :“
kÿ
j“1
x IIIp¨, ¨qnj, nj y P pTpM˚q2, (3.11)
for any orthonormal basis tnjukj“1 of NpM. These tensors are well-defined since the sums are
independent of the orthonormal basis chosen.
Lemma 3.4. At any point p PM, for any x,y P TpM, and n,m P NpM, the normal trace of
the third fundamental form is
trKIIIpx,yq “
kÿ
j“1
x pS2j x, y y “ x p pSH ´ pR`Rqx, y y, (3.12)
where pR and R are the Ricci operators of M and N respectively. In particular, the sum of
squares of the Weingarten operators pSj , for an orthonormal basis tnjukj“1 of NpM, is independent
of the basis. The tangent trace of the third fundamental form is a linear operator on NpM
whose components with respect to the metric are the Frobenius inner products of the corresponding
Weingarten operators:
x ptr ‖IIIq n, m y “ tr p pSn pSmq. (3.13)
The total trace is
tr III “ trKtr ‖III “ }H}2 ´R`R. (3.14)
Proof. The normal trace biliniar form has components
trKIIIpeµ,eνq “
kÿ
j“1
x pSj eµ, pSj eν y “ kÿ
j“1
nÿ
α“1
x pSjeα, eµ yx pSjeα, eν y
“
kÿ
j“1
nÿ
α“1
IIjpeα,eµqIIjpeα,eνq “
nÿ
α“1
x IIpeα,eµq, IIpeα,eνq y, (3.15)
that using Gauß equation lead to the corresponding linear operator with respect to the metric:
tr KIIIpeµ,eνq “
nÿ
α“1
x IIpeα,eαq, IIpeν ,eµq y `
nÿ
α“1
xRpeα,eνqeµ, eα y ´
nÿ
α“1
xRpeα,eνqeµ, eα y
“ x IIpeµ,eνq, H y `Ricpeµ,eνq ´Ricpeµ,eνq
“ x pSH eµ, eν y ` xR eµ, eν y ´ x pR eµ, eν y.
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This is the generalization of the operator of the classical third fundamental form, equation 3.7:
kÿ
j“1
pS2j “ pSH ´ pR`R.
The tangent trace is trivial by definition of trace of a linear operator with respect to the metric
and the self-adjointness of the Weingarten operators:
x ptr ‖IIIq n, m y “
nÿ
µ“1
x pSm pSn eµ, eµ y “ p pSm, pSnqF .
In a fixed orthonormal basis this tensor is the linear combination
tr ‖III “
kÿ
i, j“1
nÿ
µ“1
x pSi pSj eµ , eµ y ηi b nj “ kÿ
i, j“1
tr p pSi pSjq ηi bnj ,
whose components can be expressed in terms of the second fundamental form as
tr p pSi pSjq “ nÿ
µ, ν“1
x pSi eµ, eν yx pSj eµ, eν y “ nÿ
µ, ν“1
IIipeµ,eνqIIjpeµ,eνq. (3.16)
Taking the total trace of III is analogous to the complete contraction of the Riemann curvature
tensor indices to obtain the scalar curvature:
tr III “ tr ‖trKIII “
nÿ
µ“1
x p pSH ´ pR`Rqeµ, eµ y “ tr pSH ´ tr pR` trR
“
nÿ
µ“1
tr KIIIpeµ,eµq “
nÿ
α, β
}IIpeα,eβq}2, (3.17)
where tr pSH “ řnµ“1x IIpeµ,eµq, H y “ }H}2, and the traces of the Ricci operators are by
definition the scalar curvatures. 
Equations 3.16 and 3.15 will be recognized inside the elements of the tangent and normal matrix
blocks in our covariance matrices to express its eigenvalues in terms of the third fundamental form.
The asymmetry of the components of the third fundamental form operator IIIpx,yq encodes
the curvature information of the connection defined on the normal bundle NM by p∇xN qK, for
any x P TpM, N P ΓpNMq, where an analog to Gauß equation holds.
Lemma 3.5 (Ricci equation). The Riemann curvature of the induced normal connection, RK,
satisfies:
xRKpx,yqn,m y “ xRpx,yqn,m y ` x IIIpx,yqn,m y ´ x IIIpx,yqm,n y, (3.18)
for all x,y P TpM, and n,m P NpM, at any point p PM.
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Proof. Writing the classical equation [8, Ex. II.11] in terms of Weingarten maps leads to
xRpx,yqn,m y ´ xRKpx,yqn,m y “
nÿ
µ“1
r x IIpeµ,xq, n yx IIpeµ,yq, m y`
´x IIpeµ,yq, n yx IIpeµ,xq, m y s
“
nÿ
µ“1
x pSn x, eµ yx pSm y, eµ y ´ x pSn y, eµ yx pSm x, eµ y “ x pSn x, pSm y y ´ x pSn y, pSm x y.
for any orthonormal basis teµunµ“1 of TpM. 
4. Cylindrical Covariance Analysis
In this section we compute the integral invariants of the cylindrical domain around a point
on an n-dimensional submanifold M of Rn`k. In the case the cylinder is not normal to the
manifold at the point, we can only establish the leading order terms, but that is sufficient in the
generic case to be able to detect the tangent space of the manifold by the scaling behaviour of
the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. Once the cylinder is fixed to be normal to this tangent
space, the integral invariants can be computed to next-to-leading order to see how they encode
the geometric information of the third fundamental form.
We shall always work in a neighborhood U Ă Rn`k of p PM, sufficiently small so that U XM
is given by a graph representation rx1, . . . , xn, f1pxq, . . . , fkpxqsT over its tangent space, i.e., 0
represents p, x “ rx1, . . . , xnsT P TpM, and ∇f jp0q “ 0, so that the manifold is approximated
at p by its osculating paraboloids.
Lemma 4.1. The first fundamental form components of a graph manifoldM Ă Rn`k, parametrized
by rx1, . . . , xn, f1pxq, . . . , fkpxqsT P TpM‘NpM – Rn`k, are:
gµνpxq “ δµν `
kÿ
j“1
Bf j
Bxµ
Bf j
Bxν . (4.1)
The induced measure on M in these coordinates is given by
dVol “
a
det gpxq dnx “
¨˝
1` 1
2
kÿ
j“1
nÿ
α“1
»– nÿ
β“1
ˆ B2f j
BxαBxβ p0q
˙
xβ
fifl2 `Opx3q‚˛dnx. (4.2)
Proof. The tangent space in these coordinates is spanned by the vectors
Xµ “ BBxµ rx
1, . . . , xn, f1pxq, . . . , fkpxqsT “ r0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0, Bf
1
Bxµ , . . . ,
Bfk
Bxµ s
T ,
for µ “ 1, . . . , n, which yields the canonical orthonormal basis at p since ∇f jp0q “ 0. The
induced metric tensor is then
gµνpxq “ xXµ, Xν y “ δµν `
kÿ
j“1
Bf j
Bxµ
Bf j
Bxν .
From this, recalling that the f jpxq have Taylor expansions starting at order 2 in these coordinates,
the matrix of the metric components is of the form rgs “ Idn ` rhs, where the correction matrix
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rhs “ rřj Bµf jBνf js is small because we are in a neighborhood of 0 with ∇f jp0q “ 0. Let
f jpxq “ 1
2
nÿ
α,β“1
ˆ B2f j
BxαBxβ p0q
˙
xαxβ `Opx3q,
for every j “ 1, . . . , k, then
Bf j
Bxµ “
nÿ
β“1
ˆ B2f j
BxβBxµ p0q
˙
xβ `Opx2q.
The natural volume form of a Riemannian manifold is given by
?
det g dx1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxn, [25, Ch.
7, Lem. 19], whose lowest order approximation is det g « 1` trh, so ?det g « 1` 1
2
trh, i.e.,
a
det gpxq “ 1` 1
2
nÿ
α“1
kÿ
j“1
ˆ Bf j
Bxα
˙2
` ... “ 1` 1
2
nÿ
α“1
kÿ
j“1
»– nÿ
β“1
ˆ B2f j
BxβBxµ p0q
˙
xβ
fifl2 `Opx3q.

In the rest of this paper we shall abbreviate second derivatives at the origin by
κ
j
αβ “ κjβα :“
B2f j
BxαBxβ p0q,
motivated by the notation of hypersurface principal curvatures, which are the eigenvalues of the
local Hessian of the defining function. We can now compute the Taylor expansion of the integral
invariants in the chosen coordinates, and then relate the terms to the curvature differential
invariants which are always combinations of second derivatives.
Theorem 4.2. The n-dimensional volume of the cylindrical component for a generic V P Grpn, n` kq,
such that VKXTpM “ t0u, is to leading order the volume of the ellipsoid of intersection between
the V-cylinder and TpM:
V pCylppε,Vqq “ Vnp1q
nź
µ“1
ℓµ `Opεn`1q, (4.3)
where ℓµ are the the principal semi-axes of the ellipsoid. When V “ TpM, the volume is
V pCylppεqq “ Vnpεq
„
1` ε
2
2pn` 2q tr III`Opε
4q

(4.4)
where tr III “ }H}2 ´R.
Proof. To compute the leading term of V pCylppε,Vqq we can approximateM near p by its tangent
space, such that, fixing local coordinates with a basis for TpM ‘ NpM, a point is specified by
X “ rx,0sT , with x P TpM, 0 P NpM. Since VKXTpM “ t0u, we have TpM‘VK “ Rn`k, and
of course V‘VK “ Rn`k. Let teµunµ“1 be an orthornomal basis of TpM, and tuαunα“1Ytvjukj“1
an orthonormal basis of V‘VK, then the elements of the former are a linear combination of the
latter, so there are matrices A,B such that:
eµ “
nÿ
α“1
Aαµuα `
kÿ
j“1
Bjµvj.
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We need to find the region }projVpXq} ď ε, and since X “
ř
µ x
µeµ, when X P TpM, the
projection is
projVpXq “
nÿ
α“1
xX, uα y uα “
nÿ
α“1
nÿ
µ“1
xµAαµuα,
hence, the domain of integration in x in this approximation is
}projVpXq}2 “
nÿ
α“1
˜
nÿ
µ“1
xµAαµ
¸2
ď ε2.
This is a quadratic equation that can be written as
nÿ
µ, ν
xµ
«
nÿ
α“1
AαµA
α
ν
ff
xν “ xT rA ¨AT sx “ yT ¨ y “ }y}2 ď ε2,
where y “ ATx. The matrix rA ¨ AT s is positive definite since it is clearly nonnegative, and if
x P kerAT for nonzero x, then projVpXq “ 0, thus X P VK, which contradicts X P TpM under
our assumption VKXTpM “ t0u. Therefore, the cylindrical domain is an n-dimensional ellipsoid
in the tangent space at p, whose volume is given in terms of its principal semi-axes:
V pCylppε,Vqq “
πn{2
Γpn
2
` 1q
nź
µ“1
ℓµ `Opεn`1q.
When V “ TpM, the local graph approximation of M over TpM yields
projTpMpXq “ }projTpMprx, f1pxq, . . . , fkpxqsT q} “ }x} ď ε,
thus, we are integrating
a
det gpxq over the ball Bpnqp pεq Ă TpM, which can be computed using
the integrals in the appendix:
V pCylppεqq “
ż
Sn´1
dS
ż ε
0
ρn´1
¨˝
1` 1
2
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α“1
»– nÿ
β“1
κiαβρ x
β
fifl2 `Opx3q‚˛dρ
“ Vnpεq ` ε
n`2
2pn ` 2q
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α“1
nÿ
β,γ
κiαβκ
i
αγ
ż
Sn´1
xβxγ dS`Opεn`4q
“ Vnpεq ` C2 ε
n`2
2pn ` 2q
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α,β
pκiαβq2 `Opεn`4q
“ Vnpεq ` Vnpεq ε
2
2pn ` 2q
nÿ
α,β
x IIpeα,eβq, IIpeα,eβq y `Opεn`4q.
Here the spherical integral is only nonzero when β “ γ, and the last term is the component
expression of equation 3.14. 
Proposition 4.3. The barycenter of the cylindrical component, for V as in the previous theorem,
is
spCylppε,Vqq “ 0`Opε2q. (4.5)
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In the case V “ TpM, the barycenter is:
spCylppεqq “ r 0,
ε2
2pn` 2q H s
T `Opε4q. (4.6)
Proof. For generic V, approximating the manifold again by its tangent space,X “ rx,0`Opε2qsT ,
the normal component does not contribute until order two and the tangent component also
vanishes at order 1 in ε. When V “ TpM, we saw that the integration domain reduces to a ball.
The integrals of the tangent components xµ weighed by
?
det g are of order Opεn`4q, since the
first terms in the expansion have odd powers in the coordinates. On the other hand the normal
components integrate as:
V rssj “
ż
Sn´1
dS
ż ε
0
f j
a
det gρn´1 dρ “
ż
Sn´1
dS
ż ε
0
ρn´1
¨˝
1
2
nÿ
α, β“1
κ
j
α βρ
2xαxβ `Opx3q‚˛dρ
“ ε
n`2
2pn` 2q
nÿ
α,β“1
κ
j
αβ
ż
Sn´1
xαxβdS`Opεn`4q “ C2 ε
n`2
2pn` 2q H
j `Opεn`4q,
Dividing by V “ V pCylppεqq cancels C2εn “ Vnpεq to leading order. 
In order to study the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix we need to establish
how to determine the limit eigenvectors and the first two terms of the series expansion of the
eigenvalues, so that computing the integrals in an arbitrary orthonormal basis produces blocks
identifiable in terms of the coordinate expressions of the second and third fundamental forms in
that basis. An analogous result to the matrix expansion in [3] generalizes to higher codimension.
Lemma 4.4. Let Cpεq be an pn`kqˆpn`kq real symmetric matrix depending on a real parameter
ε with convergent series expansion in a neighborhood of 0 such that:
Cpεq “ ε2
˜
a Idn 0nˆk
0kˆn 0kˆk
¸
` ε4
˜
Anˆn Bnˆk
Bkˆn Γkˆk
¸
`Opε5q,
where a ‰ 0, and the blocks A,B,Γ are not completely zero. Let rV sJ, rV sK denote the first
n and last k components of a vector in Rn`k. Then the series of eigenvectors of Cpεq form
an orthonormal basis of Rn`k that converges for ε Ñ 0. The first n eigenvalues are λµpεq “
aε2 ` λp4qµ ε4 ` Opε5q, where λp4qµ and the corresponding limit eigenvectors tV p0qµ unµ“1 satisfy the
eigenvalue decomposition of A:
pλp4qµ Idn ´Aq rV p0qµ sJ “ 0nˆ1, rV p0qµ sK “ 0kˆ1.
The last k eigenvalues are λjpεq “ λp4qj ε4 `Opε5q, where λp4qj and the corresponding limit eigen-
vectors tV p0qj un`kj“n`1 satisfy the eigenvalue decomposition of Γ:
pλp4qj Idk ´ Γq rV p0qj sK “ 0nˆ1, rV p0qj sJ “ 0nˆ1.
Therefore, the fourth-order term of the eigenvalues is given by the eigenvalues of the blocks A and
Γ, with the respective eigenvectors as the limit eigenvectors of Cpεq for εÑ 0.
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Proof. The eigenvalue decomposition CpεqV pεq “ λpεqV pεq can be written as a convergent series
expansion in ε within a neighborhood of 0 for all Hermitian matrices of converging power series
elements [30]:
r ε2
˜
a Idn 0nˆk
0kˆn 0kˆk
¸
` ε4
˜
Anˆn Bnˆk
Bkˆn Γkˆk
¸
`Opε5q s ¨ rV p0q ` V p1qε` V p2qε2 ` . . . s “
“ pλp1qε1 ` λp2qε2 ` λp3qε3 ` λp4qε4 ` . . . qrV p0q ` V p1qε` V p2qε2 ` . . . s.
The zero matrix Cp0q is the limit when ε Ñ 0, with λp0q “ λp0q “ 0 as a totally degenerate
eigenvalue of multiplicity pn ` kq. By [30, ch. I, Th. 1], for ε ą 0, this eigenvalue branches out
into pn ` kq eigenvalues λipεq with pn ` kq orthonormal eigenvectors V ipεq, all convergent in a
neighborhood of 0. Thus, the vectors V p0qi “ limεÑ0 V ipεq are a unique orthonormal basis of
R
n`k that is completely determined by the perturbation matrix.
The eigenvalue difference between Cpεq and its full diagonalization is bounded by the matrix
norm difference between them, which implies λp1q “ λp3q “ 0, and also λp2qi “ a, for i “ 1, . . . , n,
and λp2qi “ 0, for i “ n ` 1, . . . , n ` k, since Cpεq is already diagonal up to that order. One can
obtain the relations satisfied by λp4q and V p0q equating order by order. At second order, λp2qi “ a
is nonzero for i “ 1, . . . , n, hence
r
˜
a Idn 0nˆk
0kˆn 0kˆk
¸
´ λp2qi Idn`k sV p0qi “
˜
0nˆn 0nˆk
0kˆn ´a Idk
¸
V
p0q
i “ 0
implies that rV p0qµ sK “ 0kˆ1, for the limit of the first n eigenvectors. At fourth order we have
rλp4qi Idn`k ´
˜
Anˆn Bnˆk
Bkˆn Γkˆk
¸
sV p0qi “ r
˜
a Idn 0nˆk
0kˆn 0kˆk
¸
´ λp2qi Idn`k sV p2qi ,
which in the present case, i “ 1, . . . , n, makes the right-hand side become 0 for the first n rows.
On the other hand, rV p0qi sK “ 0kˆ1 makes B not contribute in the left-hand side, hence the first
n rows lead to the equation:
pλp4qi Idn ´Aq rV p0qi sJ “ 0nˆ1.
When i “ n` 1, . . . , n ` k, an analogous argument using λp2qi “ 0, leads to rV p0qi sJ “ 0nˆ1, and
in turn to:
pλp4qi Idn ´ Γq rV p0qi sK “ 0kˆ1.
Since the limit eigenvectors are an orthonormal basis they cannot be zero and, therefore, the
previous equations establish λp4qi and the nonzero components of rV p0qi s as the eigenvalue decom-
position of A and Γ, which always has a solution due to being symmetric matrices. 
The previous lemma is a fundamental step to establish the main theorem of this and the next
section.
Theorem 4.5. For V P Grpn, n` kq such that VK X TpM “ t0u, i.e. for non-normal transver-
sality, and when Cylppε,Vq is finite, the covariance matrix Cppε,Vq has as limit eigenvectors
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spanning TpM those corresponding to the first n eigenvalues, which scale as ε
2. The other k
eigenvalues scaling at higher order have limit eigenvectors that span NpM:
λµpCylppε,Vqq “
ε2
n` 2ℓ
2
µ Vnp1q
nź
α“1
ℓα ` Opεn`3q, µ “ 1, . . . , n, (4.7)
λjpCylppε,Vqq “ 0`Opεn`3q, j “ n` 1, . . . , n` k, (4.8)
where ℓµ are the principal lengths of the ellipsoid in 4.2. When V “ TpM, let λlr¨s denote taking
the l-th eigenvalue of a linear operator at p, or of its associated bilinar form with respect to the
metric. Then the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the cylindrical component are:
λµpCylppεqq “ Vnpεq
„
ε2
n` 2 `
ε4
2pn ` 2qpn ` 4qλµr ptr IIIq Idn ` 2 trKIII s ` Opε
6q

(4.9)
λjpCylppεqq “ Vnpεq
„
ε4
4pn ` 2qpn ` 4qλjrH bH ` 2 tr ‖III s `Opε
6q

(4.10)
for all µ “ 1, . . . , n, and j “ n ` 1, . . . , n ` k. Moreover, the corresponding first n eigenvectors
converge to the principal directions of the operator trKIII “ pSH ´ pR, and the last k eigenvectors
to those of H bH ` 2 tr ‖III.
Proof. For generic V the manifold is again approximated by its tangent space as X “ rx,0sT ,
which produces no contribution to the normal block at leading order Opεn`2q. Choosing the
tangent orthonormal basis to be aligned with the principal axis of the ellipsoid, and changing
variables so that xµ “ yµℓµ, the tangent block becomes an integration over a ball:
rCpCylppε,Vqqsµν “
ż
xTA¨ATxďε2
xµxν dnx “
ż
ř
µ y
2
µď1
yµyνℓµℓν
nź
α“1
ℓα d
ny
“ δµν ε
n`2
n` 2ℓµℓνVnp1q
nź
α“1
ℓα `Opεn`3q.
Thus, the covariance matrix leading term is proportional to diagpℓ21, . . . , ℓ2n, 0, . . . , 0q, which has
limit eigenvectors corresponding to the first n eigenvalues spanning TpM, and the other k eigen-
vectors spanning NpM, by an straightforward extension to lemma 4.4 at order ε2.
For V “ TpM, we shall compute the integrals of the matrix blocks rxµxνsnµ,ν“1, and rf if jski, j“1,
so the next-to-leading order elements of those blocks will suffice to obtain the eigenvalues and
limit eigenvectors by the results of the previous lemma. The tangent block is:
rCpCylppεqqsµν “
ż
Bpnqpεq
xµxν
a
det gpxq dnx
“
ż
Sn´1
dS
ż ε
0
ρn`1xµxν
¨˝
1` 1
2
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α“1
»– nÿ
β“1
κ
j
αβρ x
β
fifl2 `Opx3q‚˛dρ
“ ε
n`2
n` 2
ż
Sn´1
xµxνdS` ε
n`4
2pn` 4q
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α“1
nÿ
β,γ
κiαβκ
i
αγ
ż
Sn´1
xµxνxβxγdS`Opεn`6q,
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and the last integral is only nonzero for the following combination of indices using the notation
in the appendixż
Sn´1
xµxνxβxγ dS “ C4pµνβγq ` C22
”
pµνβγq ` pµνβγq ` pµνβγq
ı
. (4.11)
This simplifies the sums using the relationship between C4, C22 and C2, and writing p1´ δµνq to
enforce µ ‰ ν in the last two terms of C22:
δµνC2ε
n`2
n` 2 `
C2ε
n`4
2pn` 2qpn ` 4q
kÿ
i“1
»——–3δµν nÿ
α“1
pκiαµq2 ` δµν
nÿ
α, β
β‰µ
pκiαβq2 ` 2p1´ δµνq
nÿ
α“1
κiαµκ
i
αν
fiffiffifl` ...
“ Vnpεq ε
2
n ` 2δµν `
Vnpεqε4
2pn ` 2qpn ` 4q
»–δµν kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α,β
pκiαβq2 ` 2
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α“1
κiαµκ
i
αν
fifl`Opεn`6q
“ Vnpεqε
2
n` 2 δµν `
Vnpεqε4
2pn` 2qpn ` 4q
¨˝
δµν
nÿ
α, β
}IIpeα,eβq}2 ` 2
nÿ
α“1
x IIpeα,eµq, IIpeα,eνq y‚˛`Opεn`6q.
The component expression of equations 3.15 and 3.17 identify this block matrix at order Opεn`4q
as the matrix elements of the operator rptr ‖trKIIIqIdn ` 2tr KIIIs in our chosen orthonormal
basis, whose eigenvalues are then by lemma 4.4 the next-to-leading order contribution to the first
n eigenvalues of CpCylppεqq, and whose eigenvectors are the limit eigenvectors of CpCylppεqq.
We perform now the integration of the normal block, which truncated to leading order yields:
rCpCylppεqqsij “
ż
Bpnqpεq
f ipxqf jpxqdnx` ... “
ż
Sn´1
dS
ż ε
0
ρn`3
4
dρ
nÿ
α,β
nÿ
γ, δ
κiαβκ
j
γδx
αxβxγxδ `Opεn`6q
where the angular integral is only nonzero in the same cases as in equation 4.11 above, but
with the indices relabeled accordingly. This again simplifies every summation by matching the
combination of indices and using the relations among the constants:
rCpCylppεqqsij “
εn`4
4pn` 4q
»——–C4 nÿ
α“1
κiαακ
j
αα ` C22
¨˚
˚˝ nÿ
α, γ
α‰γ
κiαακ
j
γγ ` 2
nÿ
α, β
α‰β
κiαβκ
j
αβ
‹˛‹‚
fiffiffifl`Opεn`6q
“ C2 ε
n`4
4pn` 2qpn ` 4q
»—–3 nÿ
α“1
IIipeα,eαqIIjpeα,eαq `
nÿ
α, γ
α‰γ
IIipeα,eαqIIjpeγ ,eγq`
`2
nÿ
α, β
α‰β
IIipeα,eβqIIjpeα,eβq
fiffiffifl`Opεn`6q,
in which the first sum precisely completes the elements missing from the other two
“ Vnpεqε
2
4pn` 2qpn ` 4q
»–˜ nÿ
α“1
IIipeα,eαq
¸˜
nÿ
γ“1
IIjpeγ ,eγq
¸
` 2
nÿ
α,β
IIipeα,eβqIIjpeα,eβq
fifl`Opεn`6q.
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In this last expression we clearly identify the components rH bHsij , and those of 2 tr ‖III using
the definition of H and equation 3.16. 
We shall see below that the spherical covariance matrix has the same normal eigenvalues, to
leading order, as the cylindrical case above. In [31,32] these were expressed as an average of the
squares of the curvatures of curves inside the manifold M. Therefore, our previous computation
provides an explicit formula for this interpretation of the normal eigenvalues.
Corollary 4.6. Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold of Euclidean space Rn`k, then the first
generalized curvatures κpγ,x,njq of curves γ ĂM passing through p with tangent vector x and
principal normal vectors any of the eigenvectors nj , j “ 1, . . . , k, of rHbH`2 tr ‖III s, integrate
to:
1
Vnpεq
ż
Bpnqpεq
κ2pγ,x,njq dnx “ ε
4
pn` 2qpn ` 4qλjrH bH ` 2 tr ‖III s. (4.12)
In particular:
kÿ
j“1
1
Vnpεq
ż
Bpnqpεq
κ2pγ,x,njq dnx “ 3}H}
2 ´ 2R
pn` 2qpn ` 4qε
4. (4.13)
5. Spherical Covariance Analysis
The difference between the cylindrical and spherical intersection domains for a graph manifold
lies in the irregular projection onto the tangent space: by definition the cylinder is the extension
in the normal directions of the ball Bpnqp pεq Ă TpM, so the points of the graph manifold satisfy
}projTpMprx,fpxqsT q} “ }x} ď ε, and thus the integration region is a perfect ball. However, in
the spherical case the domain of integration is }x}2 ` }fpxq}2 ď ε2, which is nontrivial and in
general cannot be parametrized exactly. One can nevertheless apply the same procedure as done
originally in [29] and [3] to find the leading order corrections to the ball domain.
Lemma 5.1. For ε ą 0 small enough so thatM is a graph manifold over TpM, using cylindrical
coordinates, the radial parametric equation of a point X “ rρx1, . . . , ρxn, f1pρxq, . . . , fkpρxqsT
in BDppεq “MX Snp pεq, is
rpxq :“ ρpx1, . . . , xnq “ ε´ Kpxq
2
8
ε3 `Opε4q, (5.1)
where x P Sn´1 Ă TpM, and
Kpxq2 :“ }IIpx,xq}2 “
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α,β
nÿ
γ,δ
κiαβκ
i
γδ x
αxβxγxδ (5.2)
is the square of the ambient space acceleration of a geodesic curve of M with tangent x at p.
Proof. A point of the spherical boundary satisfies }x}2 `řki“1pf ipxqq2 “ ε2. Since }x}2 “ ρ2,
and f ipxq “ 1
2
řn
α,β κ
i
αβx
αxβ `Opx3q, it is immediate that
ρ2 ` 1
4
ρ4
kÿ
i“1
¨˝
nÿ
α,β
κiαβx
αxβ‚˛2 ´ ε2 “ Opρ5q.
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Defining Kpxq2 as the coefficient of ρ4
4
, we can solve the equation to order four to get
ρ2 “ 2
Kpxq2
´
´1`
a
1`Kpxq2ε2
¯
“ ε2 ´ 1
4
Kpxq2ε4 `Opε6q,
whose square root yields the result. Note that the actual error may be of order four be-
cause this could contribute at order fie upon squaring the expression, which is the order ne-
glected in the original equation. In our chosen orthonormal basis at p, we have that IIpx,xq “řk
i“1
´řn
α,β κ
i
αβx
αxβ
¯
ni, and this is precisely the ambient space acceleration of a geodesic ofM,
cf. [25, ch. 4, Cor. 10]. 
Proposition 5.2. The n-dimensional volume of the spherical component is
V pDppεqq “ Vnpεq
„
1` ε
2
8pn` 2q p2 tr III´ }H}
2q `Opε3q

(5.3)
where 2 tr III´ }H}2 “ }H}2 ´ 2R.
Proof. In contrast to the proof of the cylindrical domain, the radial integration introduces new
angular corrections due to rpxq:
V pDppεqq “
ż
Sn´1
dS
ż rpxq
0
ρn´1
a
det gpρxq dρ
“
ż
Sn´1
rpxqn
n
dS`
ż
Sn´1
rpxqn`2
2pn` 2q
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α,β,γ
κiαβκ
i
αγx
βxγ dS`Opεn`3q,
the second integral is the same to leading order as in the cylindrical case, hence
“
ż
Sn´1
dS
εn
n
„
1´ nKpxq
2
8
ε2 `Opε3q

` Vnpεq ε
2
2pn` 2q tr III`Opε
n`3q
“ Vnpεq ´ ε
n`2
8
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α,β
nÿ
γ,δ
κiαβκ
i
γδ
ż
Sn´1
xαxβxγxδ dS` Vnpεq ε
2
2pn ` 2q tr III`Opε
n`3q,
where the integral is only nonzero as in equation 4.11, so
“ Vnpεq ´ C2 ε
n`2
8pn` 2q
kÿ
i“1
»——–3 nÿ
a“1
pκiααq2 `
nÿ
α,γ
α‰γ
κiαακ
i
γγ ` 2
nÿ
α,β
α‰β
pκiαβq2
fiffiffifl` Vnpεq ε22pn ` 2qtr III`Opεn`3q
“ Vnpεq
»–1` ε2
8pn` 2q
¨˝
4 tr III´
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α,γ
κiαακ
i
γγ ´ 2
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α,β
pκiαβq2‚˛`Opε3q
fifl
Now, the first set of sums in the braces is xřα IIpeα,eαq, řγ IIpeγ ,eγq y “ }H}2, and the second
set is tr III. 
Remark 5.3. Notice that it is not known the dependence of the error generated by the irregular
radius rpxq, Opεn`3q in the previous proof, and whether it cancels at that order upon spherical
integration, so the spherical component invariants may have error terms at lower order than the
cylindrical ones.
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Proposition 5.4. The barycenter of the spherical component is to leading order the same as for
the cylindrical component:
spDppεqq “ r 0, ε
2
2pn ` 2q H s
T `Opε4q. (5.4)
Proof. The new contributions from rpxq to the cylindrical computations are at least of the same
order, Opε4q, as the overall error. 
The covariance integral invariants for the spherical domain were obtained for hypersurfaces
in [3] by performing the computations in the basis of principal and normal directions. In arbitrary
codimension, the different osculating paraboloids of f ipxq, i “ 1, . . . , k, cannot be diagonalized
simultaneously to a common basis in general. The amount of terms and simplifications needed
in this general case is of much higher complexity than for hypersurfaces but, nevertheless, an
analogous result for the eigenvalue decomposition obtains.
Theorem 5.5. Let λlr¨s denote taking the l-th eigenvalue of a linear operator at p, or of its
associated bilinar form with respect to the metric. Then the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
of the spherical component are:
λµpDppεqq “ Vnpεq
„
ε2
n` 2 `
ε4
8pn ` 2qpn ` 4qλµr p2 tr III´ }H}
2qIdn ´ 4 pSH s ` Opε5q (5.5)
λjpDppεqq “ Vnpεq
„
ε4
2pn ` 2qpn ` 4qλjr tr ‖III´
1
n` 2H bH s `Opε
6q

(5.6)
for all µ “ 1, . . . , n, and j “ n ` 1, . . . , n ` k. Moreover, the corresponding first n eigenvectors
converge to the principal directions of the Weingarten operator at H, i.e., pSH , and the last k
eigenvectors to those of rtr ‖III´ 1n`2H bHs.
Proof. From lemma 4.4 again, only the tangent and normal blocks need to be computed. Now,
however, the covariance matrix is taken with respect to the barycenter, so there is an extra matrix
contribution from the tensor product,
CpDppεqq “
ż
Dppεq
X bX dVol´
ż
Dppεq
X b s dVol,
because the other two products cancel each other upon integration. From the proof of the
barycenter formula, this integral is to leading order:
ż
Dppεq
X b s dVol “ V pDppεqqs b s “
¨˝
Opεn`8qnˆn Opεn`6qnˆk
Opεn`6qkˆn Vnpεqε
4
4pn`2q2
H bH
‚˛
There is no difference in the normal block computations of this covariance matrix and the cylin-
drical case proved before, since the corrections coming from rpxq are Opεn`6q. Thus, subtracting
the barycenter contribution:
Vnpεqε4
4pn` 2qpn ` 4q pHbH`2 tr ‖IIIq´
Vnpεqε4
4pn` 2q2HbH “
Vnpεqε4
2pn ` 2qpn ` 4qp tr ‖III´
1
n` 2HbHq.
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For the tangent block, the number of correction terms due to the spherical domain irregularities
with respect to the cylindrical case makes a substantial contribution at Opεn`4q:
rCpDppεqqsµν “
ż
Sn´1
dS
ż rpxq
0
ρn`1xµxν
¨˝
1` 1
2
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α“1
»– nÿ
β“1
κiαβρ x
β
fifl2 `Opx3q‚˛dρ
“ ε
n`2
n` 2
„
δµνC2 ´ pn` 2q
ż
Sn´1
xµxν
Kpxq2ε2
8
dS `Opε3q

` ε
n`4
2pn ` 4q
kÿ
i“1
nÿ
α,β,γ
κiαβκ
i
αγ
ż
Sn´1
xµxνxβxγdS` ...
“ δµν Vnpεqε
2
n` 2 `
εn`4
2pn` 4q
kÿ
i“1
»– nÿ
α“1
nÿ
β,γ
κiαβκ
i
αγCpµνβγq ´
n` 4
4
nÿ
α,β
nÿ
γ,δ
κiαβκ
i
γδCpµναβγδq
fifl`Opεn`5q,
where we have made use of equation 5.2, and written Cpαβ... q for the integral over S
n´1 of the
monomial product xαxβ . . . , (notice here the indices are not exponents but coordinate compo-
nents). The first summation simplifies again with equation 4.11 to yield the cylindrical tangent
block, but the other set of sums comprises the 31 spherical integrals of all possible monomials of
degree six:
Cpµναβγδq “
ż
Sn´1
xµxνxαxβxγxδdS “ C6pµναβγδq`
` C24
”
pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq`
pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq
ı
` C222
”
pµναβγδq` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq`
pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq ` pµναβγδq

Each of these contractions are only nonzero when the connected indices are equal, and at the
same time different from the indices of the other connected groups, for instance:
nÿ
α,β
nÿ
γ,δ
κiαβκ
i
γβpµναβγδq “ δµν
nÿ
α‰µ
nÿ
γ‰µ
γ‰α
κiαακ
i
γγ .
Matching all the indices in this way for each of the terms just found, and taking into account
the relation of C6, C24 and C222 to C2 in the appendix, we take out a common factor
C2
4pn`2q , and
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abbreviate the sum notation to produce all the terms of order Opεn`4q:
rCpDppεqqsµν “ δµνVnpεqε
2
n` 2 `
C2 ε
n`4
8pn ` 2qpn ` 4q
ÿ
i
»——–4δµν ÿ
α, β
β‰µ
pκiαβq2 ` 8✁δµν
ÿ
α
κiαµκ
i
αν ` 12δµν
ÿ
α
pκiανq2
´ 15δµνpκiννq2 ´ 3
#
δµν
ÿ
α‰µ
pκiααq2 ` ✁δµνpκiµνκiνν ` κiνµκνν ` κiννκiµν ` κiννκiνµ ` κiνµκiµµ ` κiµνκiµµ
` κiµµκiνµ ` κiµµκiµνq ` δµν
¨˝ ÿ
α‰µ
κiαακ
i
νν `
ÿ
α‰µ
pκiανq2 `
ÿ
α‰µ
pκiανq2 `
ÿ
β‰µ
pκiνβq2 `
ÿ
β‰µ
pκiνβq2`
ÿ
γ‰µ
κiγγκ
i
νν
¸+
´ δµν
¨˝ÿ
α‰µ
ÿ
γ‰µ,α
κiαακ
i
γγ `
ÿ
α‰µ
ÿ
β‰µ,α
pκiαβq2 `
ÿ
α‰µ
ÿ
β‰µ,α
pκiαβq2‚˛´ ✁δµν
# ÿ
γ‰µ,ν
κiµνκ
i
γγ
`
ÿ
β‰µ,ν
κiµβκ
i
νβ `
ÿ
β‰µ,ν
κiµβκ
i
βν `
ÿ
γ‰µ,ν
κiνµκ
i
γγ `
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiαµκ
i
να `
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiαµκ
i
αν `
ÿ
β‰µ,ν
κiνβκ
i
µβ
`
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiανκ
i
µα `
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiαακ
i
µν `
ÿ
β‰µ,ν
κiνβκ
i
βµ `
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiανκ
i
αµ `
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiαακ
i
νµ
,.-
fifl`Opεn`5q
Many of the resulting summations are the same after relabeling and using κiαβ “ κiβα, so they
can be gathered into common factors:
rCpDppεqqsµν “ δµν Vnpεqε
2
n` 2 `
Vnpεqε4
8pn` 2qpn ` 4q
ÿ
i
»–4δµν ÿ
α,β
pκiαβq2 ` 8
ÿ
α
κiαµκ
i
αν ´ 15δµνpκiννq2
´ 3δµν
ÿ
α‰µ
pκiααq2 ´ 12p1 ´ δµνqκiµνpκiµµ ` κiννq ´ 6δµν
ÿ
α‰µ
κiαακ
i
νν ´ 12δµν
ÿ
α‰µ
pκiανq2
´δµν
ÿ
α‰µ
ÿ
γ‰α,µ
κiαακ
i
γγ ´ 2δµν
ÿ
α‰µ
ÿ
β‰α,µ
pκiαβq2 ´ p1´ δµνq
˜
4κiµν
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiαα ` 8
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiαµκ
i
να
¸fifl
for which regrouping terms and completing some sums will clarify the simplifications below,
“ δµν Vnpεqε
2
n` 2 `
Vnpεqε4
8pn ` 2qpn ` 4q
ÿ
i
«
8
ÿ
α
κiαµκ
i
αν ´ 12κiµνpκiµµ ` κiννq ´ 4κiµν
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiαα
´ 8
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiαµκ
i
να ` δµν
$&%4ÿ
α, β
pκiαβq2 ´ 3
ÿ
α‰µ
pκiααq2 ` 21pκiµµq2 ´ 2κiµµ
ÿ
α‰µ
κiαα ´ 12
ÿ
α
pκiαµq2
´
ÿ
α‰µ
ÿ
γ‰α,µ
κiαακ
i
γγ ´ 2
ÿ
α‰µ
ÿ
β‰α,µ
pκiαβq2 ` 8
ÿ
α‰µ
pκiαµq2
,.-
fifl`Opεn`5q.
Some terms inside the curly braces complement the missing elements of other summations:
21pκiµµq2 ´ 2κiµµ
ÿ
α‰µ
κiαα ´ 12
ÿ
α
pκiαµq2 ` 8
ÿ
α‰µ
pκiαµq2 “ 15pκiµµq2 ´ 2κiµµ
ÿ
α
κiαα ´ 4
ÿ
α
pκiαµq2,
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and
´3
ÿ
α‰µ
pκiααq2 ´
ÿ
α‰µ
ÿ
γ‰α,µ
κiαακ
i
γγ ´ 2
ÿ
α‰µ
ÿ
β‰α,µ
pκiαβq2 “ ´
ÿ
α,γ‰µ
κiαακ
i
γγ ´ 2
ÿ
α,β‰µ
pκiαβq2.
Now, notice that this last type of double sum decomposes as follows
´
ÿ
α,γ‰µ
r ¨ sαγ “ ´
ÿ
α, γ
r ¨ sαγ `
ÿ
γ
α“µ
r ¨ sαγ `
ÿ
α
γ“µ
r ¨ sαγ ´ r ¨ sµµ,
therefore, the right hand side of the previous two equations complement each other:
rCpDppεqqsµν “ δµνVnpεqε
2
n` 2 `
Vnpεqε4
8pn ` 2qpn ` 4q
ÿ
i
«
8
ÿ
α
κiαµκ
i
αν ´ 12κiµνpκiµµ ` κiννq ´ 4κiµν
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiαα
´8
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiαµκ
i
να ` δµν
$&%4ÿ
α, β
pκiαβq2 ` 12pκiµµq2 ´
ÿ
α, γ
κiαακ
i
γγ ´ 2
ÿ
α, β
pκiαβq2
,.-
fifl`Opεn`5q.
To simplify further, use 12pκiµµq2 to complete the remaining sums and cancel terms:
8
ÿ
α
κiαµκ
i
να ´ 8κiµνpκiµµ ` κiννq ´ 8
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiαµκ
i
να ` 8pκiµµq2δµν “ 0,
and
´4κiµνpκiµµ ` κiννq ´ 4κiµν
ÿ
α‰µ,ν
κiαα ` 4pκiµµq2δµν “ ´4κiµν
ÿ
α
κiαα.
Finally, all these computations lead us to the simple expression:
rCpDppεqqsµν “ δµνVnpεqε
2
n` 2 `
Vnpεqε4
8pn ` 2qpn ` 4q
ÿ
i
»–δµν
$&%2ÿ
α, β
pκiαβq2 ´ pH iq2
,.-´ 4κiµνH i
fifl`Opεn`5q
where ÿ
i
κiµνH
i “ x IIpeµ,eνq, H y “ x pSH eµ, eν y,
and ÿ
i
p2
ÿ
α, β
pκiαβq2 ´ pH iq2q “ 2 tr III´ }H}2,
identify the covariance tangent block to be the matrix of the Weingarten operator at the mean
curvature, plus a constant, in the orthonormal basis chosen. 
6. Curvature Descriptors
Curvature descriptors in terms of the covariance eigenvalues were introduced in [29] for surfaces
and in [3] for hypersurfaces. A limit formula for the ratio of the eigenvalues was found for curves [2]
to establish a direct relationship between the local covariance analysis of a domain containing the
point p and the Frenet-Serret curvature information at p, which in the case of curves completely
determines the curve locally up to rigid motion [18, Th. 2.13]. The two main theorems of the
present work generalize this type of result to general submanifolds by directly taking the limits
of the covariance matrix eigenvalues.
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Corollary 6.1. Writing λµpp, εq for the tangent eigenvalues of the cylindrical covariance matrix
CpCylppεqq, they satisfy the asymptotic ratio
lim
εÑ0
Vnpεqλµpp, εq ´ λνpp, εq
λµpp, εqλνpp, εq “
n` 2
n` 4 pλµrtrKIIIs ´ λνrtrKIIIs q , (6.1)
and the normal eigenvalues satisfy
lim
εÑ0
Vnpεq
λµpp, εqλνpp, εq
n`kÿ
j“n`1
λjpp, εq “ n` 2
4pn ` 4q
` }H}2 ` 2 tr III ˘ , (6.2)
for any µ, ν “ 1, . . . , n. Let rλµpp, εq denote the eigenvalues in the case of the spherical domain
covariance matrix, CppDppεqq, then the corresponding limits are
lim
εÑ0
Vnpεq
rλµpp, εq ´ rλνpp, εqrλµpp, εqrλνpp, εq “ n` 22pn` 4q
´ rλνr pSH s ´ rλµr pSH s¯ , (6.3)
and
lim
εÑ0
Vnpεqrλµpp, εqrλνpp, εq
n`kÿ
j“n`1
rλjpp, εq “ n` 2
2pn` 4q
ˆ
tr III´ 1
n` 2}H}
2
˙
. (6.4)
Now we focus on smooth hypersurfaces in Rn`1. Theorems 4.5 and 5.5 provide formulas to
extract curvature estimators at scale from the eigenvalues of the covariance matrices. Doing
this analysis on a hypersurface furnishes descriptors at scale of the principal curvatures, and
the principal and normal directions. As explained in [3], for an embedded Riemannian manifold
M Ă Rn`k, of general codimension k, it can always be projected down locally to k hypersurfaces
by choosing k linearly independent orthogonal directions nj of its normal space, and project
the points to the linear subspace TpM ‘ xnjy. Approximations of the principal curvatures and
directions of these hypersurfaces are sufficient to build an estimator of the second fundamental
form of the original manifold and, by Gauß equation 3.2, get in turn a descriptor of its Riemann
curvature tensor.
Example 6.2. For a smooth hypersurface S, there is only one unit normal vector n at every
point p P S, up to orientation. Choosing teµunµ“1 as the orthonormal basis of the tangent space
given by the principal directions at p, the components of the third fundamental form are:
x IIIpeµ,eνqn, n y “ x pS eµ, pS eν y “ x pS2 eµ, eν y “ κ2µδµν “ trKIIIpeµ,eνq. (6.5)
The tangent trace components are
x tr ‖IIIn, n y “ tr p pS2q “ nÿ
µ“1
κ2µ “ H2 ´R, (6.6)
that coincides with the total trace, tr III “ řnµ“1 κ2µ “ H2 ´R.
The limit eigenvectors of either CpCylppεqq or CpDppεqq yield a local adapted orthonormal
frame xe1, . . . ,eny ‘ xny of Rn`1 that precisely singles out the tangent and normal spaces at
every generic point. If the principal curvatures at p are of different absolute value, this basis
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exactly points in the principal and normal directions. The tangent eigenvalues of the cylindrical
covariance matrix CpCylppεqq satisfy
lim
εÑ0
Vnpεqλµpp, εq ´ λνpp, εq
λµpp, εqλνpp, εq “
n` 2
n` 4p κ
2
µppq ´ κ2νppq q, (6.7)
and the normal eigenvalue has
lim
εÑ0
Vnpεq λn`1pp, εq
λµpp, εqλνpp, εq “
n` 2
4pn ` 4q
`
3H2ppq ´ 2Rppq ˘ , (6.8)
for any µ, ν “ 1, . . . , n. For the spherical covariance matrix CpDppεqq, the limits are
lim
εÑ0
Vnpεq
rλµpp, εq ´ rλνpp, εqrλµpp, εqrλνpp, εq “ n` 22pn` 4q rκνppq ´ κµppqsHppq, (6.9)
and
lim
εÑ0
Vnpεq
rλn`1pp, εqrλµpp, εqrλνpp, εq “ n` 22pn` 4q
„
n` 1
n` 2H
2ppq ´Rppq

. (6.10)
The known terms of the series expansion of the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance
matrices can be inverted to extract the curvature descriptors upon truncations of the series. In
the spherical case, one recovers the results and descriptors already obtained in [3].
Corollary 6.3. Let us write λpp, εq ” λpDppεqq, Vppεq ” V pDppεqq for the integral invariants
of a spherical domain on a hypersurface S, then the corresponding curvature descriptors at scale
ε ą 0 and point p P S, for any µ “ 1, . . . , n, are:
RpD`p pεqq “ 2pn ` 2q2pn` 4q
λn`1pp, εq
n ε4 Vnpεq ´
8pn ` 1qpn ` 2q
n ε2
ˆ
Vppεq
Vnpεq ´ 1
˙
(6.11)
HpD`p pεqq “ p˘q
d
4pn ` 2q2pn` 4qλn`1pp, εq
n ε4Vnpεq `
8pn ` 2q2
n ε2
ˆ
1´ Vppεq
Vnpεq
˙
, (6.12)
κµpD`p pεqq “
2pn ` 2q
ε2HpD`p pεqq
„
Vppεq
Vnpεq `
n` 4
ε2
ˆ
ε2
n` 2 ´
λµpp, εq
Vnpεq
˙
´ 1

, (6.13)
where the overall sign can be chosen by fixing a normal orientation from
p˘q “ sgnx en`1pDppεqq, spDppεqq y.
The eigenvectors eµpDppεqq and en`1pDppεqq are descriptors of the principal and normal direc-
tions respectively. The errors are:
|H2ppq ´H2pDppεqq| ď Opεq, |Rppq ´RpDppεqq| ď Opεq, |κ2µppq ´ κ2µpDppεqq| ď Opεq.
The cylindrical domain descriptors may determine in general the squares of the principal
curvatures with better truncation error than their spherical domain counterparts.
Corollary 6.4. Denote λpp, εq ” λpCylppεqq, Vppεq ” V pCylppεqq the integral invariants of a
cylindrical domain on a hypersurface S, then the corresponding curvature descriptors at scale
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ε ą 0 and point p P S, for any µ “ 1, . . . , n, are:
RpCylppεqq “
2pn ` 2q
ε2
„
2pn` 4q
ε2
λn`1pp, εq
Vnpεq ` 3
ˆ
1´ Vppεq
Vnpεq
˙
(6.14)
HpCylppεqq “ p˘q
d
2pn ` 2q
ε2
„
2pn ` 4q
ε2
λn`1pp, εq
Vnpεq ` 2
ˆ
1´ Vppεq
Vnpεq
˙
, (6.15)
κ2µpCylppεqq “
n` 2
ε2
„
n` 4
ε2
ˆ
λµpp, εq
Vnpεq ´
ε2
n` 2
˙
´ Vppεq
Vnpεq ` 1

, (6.16)
where the overall sign can be chosen by fixing a normal orientation from
p˘q “ sgnx en`1pCylppεqq, spCylppεqq y.
The eigenvectors eµpCylppεqq and en`1pCylppεqq are descriptors of the principal and normal di-
rections respectively. The truncation errors are:
|H2ppq ´H2pCylppεqq| ď Opε2q, |Rppq ´RpCylppεqq| ď Opε2q, |κ2µppq ´ κ2µpCylppεqq| ď Opε2q.
Proof. Solving for the next-to-leading order term in the volume formula 4.4, and for the normal
eigenvalue in equation 4.10, we get a system of two equations H2´R “ Apεq, 3H2´2R “ Bpεq,
whose solution is H2 “ B ´ 2A and R “ B ´ 3A, where
Apεq “ 2pn` 2q
ε2
ˆ
Vppεq
Vnpεq ´ 1
˙
`Opε2q, Bpεq “ 4pn` 2qpn ` 4q
ε4
λn`1pp, εq
Vnpεq `Opε
2q.
Finally, solving for κ2µ from the tangent eigenvalue equation 4.9, and using Apεq “
ř
α κ
2
α, the
last formula obtains. 
The spherical descriptors can be used to determine the relative signs of the principal curvatures,
and the cylindrical descriptors can be used to estimate with higher precision the absolute value
of the principal curvatures.
7. Conclusions
We have used the exponential map to propose a generalization of the multi-scale integral invari-
ants determined by performing Principal Component Analysis in small regions of n-dimensional
submanifolds inside a general pn ` kq-dimensional Riemannian manifold. The kernel domains
studied for Riemannian manifolds embedded in Euclidean space were determined by the mani-
fold intersection with higher-dimensional cylinders and balls in the ambient space. The volume
of these regions expands with scale as the volume of the n-dimensional ball plus second order
corrections proportional to the mean curvature and scalar curvature of the submanifold at the
center point. We have also introduced a generalization of the classical third fundamental form to
any codimension and showed how it relates to the Weingarten and Ricci operators and the Ricci
equation. Then, the covariance analysis of the region point-set was found to have eigenvalues
encoding curvature in terms of the third fundamental form; in particular, the first n eigenvalues
are related to those of the normal trace of the third fundamental form operator and the cor-
responding eigenvectors converge to its principal directions, whereas the last k eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are related to the tangent trace of this tensor. In the case of the spherical domain
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the tangent eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are related to the Weingarten
operator at the mean curvature vector. For hypersurfaces, these eigenvalues provide a method
to estimate the principal curvatures and principal directions, furnishing descriptors for general
submanifolds via the analysis of their independent hypersurface projections. These results show
how local integral invariants relate to the same geometric information traditionally characterized
by differential-geometric invariants.
Appendix A. Integration of Monomials over Spheres
Let x “ rx1, . . . , xnsT P Rn, and denote unit the sphere and ball of radius ε in Rn by:
S
n´1 “ tx P Rn : }x} “ 1u, Bnpεq “ tx P Rn : }x} ď εu.
General spherical coordinates pr, φ1, . . . , φn´1q are given by r “ }x}, where xµ :“ xµ{r P Sn´1.
Definition A.1. For any integers p1, . . . , pn P t0, 1, 2, . . . u, the integrals of the monomials
px1qp1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pxnqpn over the unit sphere and the ball of radius ε are denoted by:
Cpnqp1...pn “
ż
Sn´1
px1qp1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pxnqpn dSn´1, Dpnqp1...pn “
ż
Bnpεq
px1qp1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pxnqpn dnB. (A.1)
where dSn´1 is the Euclidean measure on the sphere and dnB “ dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn “ rn´1dr dSn´1.
The following formula is crucial to the computations of the present paper, cf. [12].
Theorem A.2. Let bi “ 12ppi ` 1q, then the values of the integrals A.1 over spheres are
Cpnqp1...pn “
$’&’%
0, if some pi is odd,
2
Γpb1qΓpb2q ¨ ¨ ¨Γpbnq
Γpb1 ` b2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bnq , if all pi are even,
(A.2)
and the integrals over balls become
Dpnqp1...pn “
εn`p1`¨¨¨`pn
n` p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pn C
pnq
p1...pn
. (A.3)
Example A.3. We shall need the relations among integrals of monomials of even powers:
C2 “
ż
Sn´1
px1q2 dS “ 2Γp
3
2
qΓp1
2
qn´1
Γp3
2
` n´1
2
q “
πn{2
Γpn
2
` 1q ,
C22 “
ż
Sn´1
px1q2px2q2 dS “ 1
n` 2 C2,
C4 “
ż
Sn´1
px1q4 dS “ 3
n` 2 C2 “ 3C22,
C222 “
ż
Sn´1
px1q2px2q2px3q2 dS “ 1pn` 2qpn ` 4q C2,
C24 “
ż
Sn´1
px1q2px2q4 dS “ 3pn` 2qpn ` 4q C2 “ 3C222,
C6 “
ż
Sn´1
px1q6 dS “ 15pn` 2qpn ` 4q C2 “ 15C222.
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The volume of a ball of radius ε, and the area of the unit sphere satisfy:
Vnpεq “ VolpBnpεqq “ εn C2, Sn´1 “ AreapSn´1q “ nC2.
The integral of a general combination of coordinates depends on the superindices involved,
which must not be confused with exponents. For instanceż
Sn´1
xµxνxβxγ dS “ C4pµνβγq ` C22
”
pµνβγq ` pµνβγq ` pµνβγq
ı
is the general value of the integral of any product of 4 coordinates, that can be all equal to produce
C4, or be a couple of different pairs to result in C22. We introduce the following notation:
pµνβγq “ δµν δβγ✁δµβ,
so that the symbol is 1 only when the connected superindices are equal and the nonconnected
superindices are different, and 0 otherwise, and where ✁δµβ :“ p1 ´ δµβq is the negation of the
Kronecker delta, i.e., nonzero only if µ ‰ β. An example of order 6 is
pµναβγδq “ δµγ δνδ δαβ ✁δµν ✁δµα ✁δνα.
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